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Creation, security and personal identification for certificate-based 
signatures 

The signature certificate is automatically created, encrypted and saved by 
webSignatureOffice(.com) for the respective user. Generally, it uses cryptographic encryption 
algorithms which are recognised as secure, using the user password as the key, which will not be 
saved on the server. This means that the certificate can only be used to generate a signature when 
the correct password is entered by the certificate-holder. This happens on the 
webSignatureOffice(.com) server so that the private key never leaves this unencrypted. Assuming 
that it is not possible for the individual signatory to hack the server infrastructure of 
webSignatureOffice(.com) and, moreover, to decrypt the saved and securely encrypted 
certificates, the security/confidentiality of the respective certificate-based signature depends 
primarily on two factors: On the one hand, the signatory's secure handling of their password and 
the strength of the identification features that the certificate was based on. So, identifying a 
person by sending an activation email to their inbox only establishes a connection between the 
certificate and the inbox. The extent to which this inbox can be clearly assigned to one person or 
not depends on various factors, such as the difference between a free, temporary email address or 
a German ePostBrief email address. webSignatureOffice(.com) offers multiple options for identity 
verification including mobile phone number or external identification processes, in addition to 
email addresses. In line with this, webSignatureOffice(.com) gives the signature certificates varying 
ratings and allows the initiator to decide for themselves the minimum requirement they wish to 
set for the degree of security/confidentiality for the signature in question. In the EU, this type of 
web-based signature solution is an 
advanced electronic signature. 
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Security and personal identification when using a handwritten signature 

When using a handwritten signature which was recorded using a signature capturing device, then 
the signature is assigned to a person as it would be for a signed piece of paper, by a handwriting 
comparison by an expert in the case of dispute. A key factor in the security of a signature in 
addition to the quality of the capturing by the signature pad, is first and foremost a secure link 
between the document and the biometric data from the signature and encryption which is 
difficult to break. By using a current StepOver signature pad, the biometric data of the signature is 
already safely encrypted in the signature pad and thus linked with the document in the pad in 
such a way as to prevent misuse in another document. A public RSA key (2048 bit), or similar, 
saved in the memory of the processor is used, so that the biometric data cannot be decrypted 
without accessing the assigned private RSA key. This is stored safely with a notary who has also 
produced a pair of keys. Where there is doubt, only this procedure allows it to be determined that 
it was not possible to decrypt the biometric data and thereby misuse it by signing other or altered 
documents. 
 
Additionally, each signature is given a further digital signature by the signature pad so that the 
recipient can check the integrity of the document, for example by using Adobe Reader. The pad’s 
own certificate for the digital signature is uniquely connected with the serial number for each 
StepOver signature pad, which allows the pad used for signing to be traced. This type of signature, 
when executed as above, is also an advanced e-signature in accordance with EU law. This type of 
signature is particularly advantageous when non-registering signatories are to be included in a 
signing process (e.g. casual customers in a shop) or other people who were not previously known. 
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